
PREMIUM SEATS FOR 
PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS
The RECARO aftermarket seat range for commercial vehicles  
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BETTER BEhIND ThE 
WhEEL WITh RECARO

 

At RECARO, humans are always at the center of product development. In our history spanning 
more than 100 years, our experience, expertise, and confidence have grown in regard to all 
aspects of mobile seating – which makes our products unique. 

RECARO driver seats for trucks and buses are workplaces that meet the highest demands: 
They feature all the adjustment settings that allow each professional driver’s individual needs 
to be met. Their innovative features make millions of kilometers at the wheel more comfort-
able and pleasant. RECARO commercial vehicle seats are uncompromisingly designed for 
endurance: They exceed statutory requirements in order to fulfill high standards of robustness 
and unwavering functionality. Moreover, they have set the bar at a new level in terms of value 
retention. This is quality that really pays off.

Ingenious Design makes RECARO seats distinctive and exceptional: As the result of the 
company’s rich expertise and limitless passion for creating excellent seating, it stands for  
the combination of flawless ergonomics, sophisticated functionality, and dynamic, attractive 
aesthetics. 

With our commercial vehicle seat range, we at RECARO have only one goal: making life behind 
the wheel more enjoyable for professional drivers. 

get on board and experience the difference. 
Why retrofitting is worthwhile



QUALITY STEMMINg  
FROM PASSION  
 

Uncompromising comfort  
and reliability 

Only a safe and comfortable workplace is a good place to work – and this applies even more in  
the countless hours behind the wheel of a bus or truck. RECARO seats set new standards in both  
disciplines. 

Our products for professional use have proven themselves to be extraordinarily robust and reliable in 
hard service life test cycles on some 1.5 million kilometers of road testing. Their exceptional resilience  
is no accident: It is ensured by the company’s own in-house manufactured metal components, for  
example, which have proven themselves millions of times over in the automotive industry. ground-
breaking safety technology and intuitive safety features are an expression of our responsibility for 
 occupant protection. 

The extraordinary RECARO quality is also visible, tangible, and accessible: It is the culmination of elegant 
design, high-grade materials, masterful workmanship, and leading-edge manufacturing techniques. This 
unparalleled standard of quality extends to the service and support that RECARO provides its customers.

In terms of comfort, the new commercial vehicle seats from RECARO offer innovative features that make 
the working lives of professional drivers easier – particularly on long-haul routes, but also in short-haul 
use or even when navigating rough off-road terrain. Drivers are always seated with ergonomically cor-
rect – and therefore healthier – posture. This enhances their performance at the wheel and makes them 
less vulnerable to fatigue and musculoskeletal disorders. This is confirmed by the independent experts of 
the Campaign for healthier Backs (AgR), which recognized our commercial vehicle seats as particularly 
back-friendly products by awarding them the world-renowned AgR Seal of Approval.  
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RECARO C 7000



 

A WORLD-CLASS DRIVER SEAT  
RECARO C 7000

It sets new standards as a premium product in the driver’s cockpit of 
trucks and buses: The RECARO C 7000 meets the most demanding 
requirements for safety, ergonomics, functionality, durability, and  
comfort – and convinces with exclusive additional equipment details.

A perfect blend of design and ergonomics
The extraordinary appearance of the RECARO  
C 7000 enhances every professional workspace. 
high-grade materials, the brand’s iconic build 
quality and intuitively easy-to-use adjustment  
elements illustrate the key emphasis RECARO 
puts on the comfort and durability of its  
products.

Highly individual and innovative 
The RECARO C 7000 features a wide array of 
adjustment options that allow it to be tailored  
to each driver’s individual needs. It also offers  
a range of innovative functions and features that 
make the working lives of professional drivers 
easier and more comfortable. For example, with  
a unique combination of adjustable pelvic and 
lumbar support, with adjustable side-bolsters  
on the seat cushion, and with a comfort release 
seat length adjustment. Further examples  
include a seat climate package that allows the 
simultaneous use of seat ventilation and heating, 

and a blend of attractive leather and Aero 3D  
fabric, which also enables optimum climate  
control.

Safe and robust
You can count on the RECARO C 7000. This 
assurance is founded on RECARO’s use of metal 
components manufactured in-house and proven 
millions of times over in the automotive industry, 
the highest safety standards, the toughest testing 
procedures, the latest manufacturing techniques, 
and practical experience based on a corporate 
history spanning more than 100 years.

Standard equipment
+ Intuitive controls featuring switches and  
 handles in various shapes and surface feels,  
 ergonomically positioned
+ Air suspension
+ Three-point seat belt
+ Integrated seat belt with self-adjusting belt  
 outlet point
+ Nine-stage height adjustment with memory  
 function
+ Adjustable backrest angle
+ Adjustable seat length position
+ Adjustable seat tilt
+ Seat cushion with adjustable side supports 
+ Adjustable backrest side supports
+ Adjustable shoulder support
+ Length-adjustable seat cushion
+ Adjustable vertical damping 
+ horizontal damping, lockable
+ Adjustable pelvic support

 
+ Adjustable lumbar support
+ Armrests, depending on vehicle type,  
 leather-covered, foldable, tilt-adjustable
+ Comfort release seat length adjustment
+ Two-stage seat climate control (can be used  
 with seat heating)
+ Two-stage seat heating (can be used with  
 seating climate control)
+ Express down
+ Leather / 3D fabric Aero silver
+ gearshift adapter, if required 

+ gOP (general Operating Permit); only in  
 combination with vehicle-specific mounting  
 kit (riser and car kit)
 
Details regarding the range of vehicle-specific risers are pro-
vided in the current price list for RECARO commercial vehicle 
seats. The price list and gOP is also available for download on 
the RECARO homepage at www.recaro-automotive.com

Certified and recommended by 
Association Forum healthy Back – 
Better Living and Federal  
Association of german Back Schools. 
More information: AgR e.V.,  
Pf. 103, D-27443 Selsingen,
Phone + 49 4284/92 69 990,  
www.agr-ev.de

RECARO C 7000: FUNCTIONS AND FEATURES
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RECARO C 7000



COMFORT ON ANY ROUTE
RECARO C 6000

It’s the seat that is ready for the high demands of everyday work: The RECARO 
C 6000 meets the expectations for a professional workstation for professional 
drivers. This seat fits in harmoniously in the modern driver’s cockpit of buses 
and in the cab of a wide variety of trucks. It combines robust technology with 
maximum reliability and durability, top quality, and safety. 

Reliable and individual 
The RECARO C 6000 impressively handles the 
demands of everyday work. It supports the driver 
with numerous adjustment options, which allow 
it to fit individual needs. Its controls are intuitive 
and ergonomically positioned.  

Especially on long trips, the seat makes working 
life for professional drivers more comfortable  
and enjoyable – with a unique combination of 
adjustable pelvic and lumbar support, for example, 
or a comfort release seat length adjustment.

Robust and safe 
You can count on the RECARO C 6000. This 
assurance is founded on RECARO’s use of metal 
components manufactured in-house and proven 
millions of times over in the automotive industry, 
the highest safety standards, the toughest testing 
procedures, the latest manufacturing techniques, 
and practical experience based on a corporate 
history spanning more than 100 years.

Standard equipment
+ Intuitive controls featuring switches and  
 handles in various shapes and surface feels,  
 ergonomically positioned
+ Air suspension
+ Three-point seat belt
+ Integrated seat belt with self-adjusting belt  
 outlet point
+ Nine-stage height adjustment with memory  
 function
+ Adjustable backrest angle
+ Adjustable seat length position
+ Adjustable seat tilt
+ Adjustable backrest side supports
+ Length-adjustable seat cushion
+ Adjustable vertical damping 
+ horizontal damping, lockable
+ Adjustable pelvic support
+ Adjustable lumbar support

+ Armrests, depending on vehicle type,  
 leather-covered, foldable, tilt-adjustable
+ Comfort release seat length adjustment
+ Two-stage seat heating
+ Express down
+ Black fabric with silver seam 
+ gearshift adapter, if required 

+ gOP (general Operating Permit); only in  
 combination with vehicle-specific mounting  
 kit (riser and car kit)
 
Details regarding the range of vehicle-specific risers are pro-
vided in the current price list for RECARO commercial vehicle 
seats. The price list and gOP is also available for download on 
the RECARO homepage at www.recaro-automotive.com

RECARO C 6000: FUNCTIONS AND FEATURES
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Certified and recommended by 
Association Forum healthy Back – 
Better Living and Federal  
Association of german Back Schools. 
More information: AgR e.V.,  
Pf. 103, D-27443 Selsingen,
Phone + 49 4284/92 69 990,  
www.agr-ev.de

RECARO C 6000
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SITTINg RIghTThE WAY TO YOUR RECARO SEAT

Step 1 – Information: Which RECARO seat fits me and my vehicle?
Find out about the current product range of commercial vehicle seats in this brochure, online at www.recaro-automotive.com, 
or at one of our authorized RECARO service partners (online under Dealer Search). In this way you can first find out what  
model your desired RECARO seat is and how it fits with your individual requirements. 

Step 2 – Decision: How do I find my RECARO?
For a balanced decision, we recommend that you seek the personal advice of an authorized service partner. he can often 
respond to your individual ideas with very individual solutions. The opportunity to try out your desired model at length should 
round out your visit to the dealer.

You can obtain information about your desired seat online at www.recaro-automotive.com. To do this, click the Seat Finder 
under the Online Catalog menu item and select the brand of your vehicle. Then the model of your vehicle for which our 
RECARO seats are available will be displayed. By clicking the displayed vehicle model and one of the displayed seats, you  
will obtain detailed information about your seat. 

Please note that special mounting kits (risers and car kits) are necessary for installation of RECARO seats in your vehicle.  
These ensure that your RECARO seat is perfectly connected to the vehicle – and that the legal requirements are met. To find 
the riser that matches your vehicle and the selected seat, refer to the price list, which is available for download as a PDF 
file under the menu item Commercial Vehicle Seats > Service. You can also go to the list under Commercial Vehicle Seats > 
Service > gOP or contact an authorized service partner. Be sure to also find out about technical requirements of your vehicle 
and any necessary entries in the vehicle registration. 

Step 4 – Installation: How does the seat get into my vehicle?
have the installation of your RECARO seats carried out exclusively by a specially qualified and authorized service partner. Take some 
time to familiarize yourself with your new RECARO seat in your vehicle. Follow the advice of the RECARO Seat Tutorial on correct 
seat adjustment in your vehicle (page 11 in this brochure).  

Step 3 – Ordering: How do I order my RECARO?
Ideally, you order your RECARO seat directly from your authorized service partner. he will check your product selection, compare 
the technical requirements, and also take care of contacting RECARO to place an order for everything that is needed, including 
the vehicle-specific mounting kit. Your RECARO is then delivered to the service partner complete and ready for installation.
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RECARO seat

general Operating Permit (gOP) only in 
combination with the vehicle-specific 

mounting kit (riser and car kit)RECARO riser incl. car kit

You are only a few steps away from your own personal RECARO seating experience. Take time for this –  
and start with some questions for yourself: What is most important to me when sitting in the vehicle? What 
should my RECARO seat be able to do? What should it look like? how much do I want to spend? 

Even the best ergonomically designed commercial vehicle seat can only do its job of supporting the driver 
if it has been properly adjusted. In doing so, the correct order of adjusting the seat to your particular body 
dimensions and comfort-related preferences is crucial. The image illustrates an optimally adjusted seat.

Step 1:
The height of the seat should be adjusted 
to ensure that you have an optimal view of 
all vehicle mirrors, displays and controls, 
while also being able to fully and effortlessly 
operate the pedals. 

Step 5:
Press your buttocks as firmly as possible  
against the backrest. Adjust the backrest  
to an angle at which you can fully grip the  
steering wheel with your arms slightly bent.  
When turning the steering wheel, your  
shoulders should maintain contact with the 
seatback. 

Step 2:
Press your buttocks as firmly as possible 
against the backrest. Adjust the seat’s 
distance from the pedals so that your legs 
remain slightly bent while fully depressing 
the pedals. You should also be able to fully 
grip the steering wheel with your arms 
slightly bent. 

Step 6:
Adjust the shoulder support so that it  
optimally suits the natural S-curvature of  
your spine. Your shoulders should contact  
the backrest without any exerted pressure.

Step 3:
Adjust the seat-cushion length so that your 
thighs extend slightly beyond the edge of the 
seat cushion. Rule of thumb: 2 to 3 fingers of 
space between the seat edge and the hollows 
of your knees. 

Step 7:
Adjust the pelvic support so that your  
pelvis is tilted slightly forward while sitting 
upright. Adjust the lumbar support so that  
the natural curvature of the lumbar portion  
of your spine is supported without any exerted 
pressure. 

Step 4:
Adjust the seat to an angle at which you  
can easily and fully depress the pedals with  
your legs remaining slightly bent. Your thighs 
should rest lightly on the seat cushion, without 
any pressure from the seat cushion’s front  
edge being felt. 

Step 8:
The side supports should be adjusted close 
enough to your body that the sides of your 
torso are comfortably supported without any 
constriction.

The eight RECARO steps to correct seat adjustment are also available  
as a video on the RECARO Automotive Seating website at  
www.recaro-automotive.com/videos or on the RECARO YouTube  
Channel at http://www.youtube.com/recaroautomotive.  

Simply scan this QR Code to open the video on  
your smartphone and follow the presented steps  
right in your cab. 

We hope you enjoy your new RECARO seat as it accompanies you on many safe journeys!



Becken- und Lordose-
unterstützung

Knicklehne

Anpassung Seitenführung 
Sitzkissen

Anpassung Seitenführung 
Lehne

Horizontaldämpfung

Zusatzleistungen

Gewährleistungs-
verlängerung

Fernentriegelung Schiene 
durch Strap

Einsatzbereich Truck

Einsatzbereich Bus

Langlebigkeit

RECARO Automotive Seating
hertelsbrunnenring 2
67657 kaiserslautern
germany

Phone:  +49 631 418-2222
E-mail:  cv.service@recaro-automotive.com
Internet:  www.recaro-automotive.com ID
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the benefits of product registration
RECARO offers every buyer the opportunity to register their  
RECARO commercial vehicle seat by calling +49 631-418-2222.

Buyers who register will have the statutory warranty period of 24  
months extended by an additional voluntary warranty of another  
24 months for a total of 48 months.

More information about our voluntary warranty is available online at 
www.recaro-automotive.com.

RECARO SYMBOLS

Adjustable pelvic and lumbar support 

Adjustable shoulder support 

Adjustable seat cushion side supports

Adjustable backrest side supports 

horizontal damping, lockable 

Comfort Release for seat length adjustment 

Seat climate control

Seat heating

Anatomically-shaped seat design  

48 months extended warranty

Outstanding robustness and longevity 

Applications for trucks

Applications for buses

general Operating Permit (gOP) only in combination with  
the vehicle-specific mounting kit (riser and car kit)


